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Biography

Max aka ‘Gusto Puppy’

Personal Details

General Information

Best Friend

House Mates

Chief Babysitter

DOB

Mark & Mandy Creed

Dorothy Creed

18 May 2003

Brother

Other Friends

Ancestry

Merlot Creed
Jacky, Toby, Jack, Roly, Ben, Jessie, Asta, Lucy (RIP) Border Collie
Max was adopted by the Creeds as a young 7 week old Puppy, and since day one he has



Obsession


during Vintage!
An only dog for his first 4 years, and slightly protective of his single status, however
Max surprised all, when he became an instant soul mate to Merlot, & a great brother.

Idiosyncrasies





Possums, Cats & Diesels

Favourite Toy


Frisbee, loves trajectory!

Favourite Pastime


doesn’t like to be watched while he devours them, or shakes them to pieces?

must throw something to keep him busy for a short while.

Pretending to be a tough
guard dog. Stealing Balls

Pet Hate

Max loves soft toys of all descriptions, but he always removes the eyes. He obviously

Must have 3 Schmacko’s each morning presented by Grandma, and she absolutely

Frisbee, Ball, Stick, in order.

Naughtiest Deed

given his family a laugh and something to smile about every day of his life. He still
enjoys visits from his mother, twin brother, and original family usually for a picking day

Merlot

Chewing sticks into tiny
pieces, and then wanting
everyone to throw them.

Fastest Meal Consumed


Home cooked Chicken/Rice

Favourite TV Show
Max nibbles on small stones, chews on sticks from twig size through to logs he can



barely lift. Then he often wants to play with the smallest piece of rubbish that can
hardly be seen! He’ll often drop a piece of fluff on a chair and expect the recipient to
know what to do with it?

Key Role / Responsibilities
As the longest serving Wine dog at creed, Max leads by example, eats fruit from the

Favourite Book



grape must, against doctors orders! He therefore provides an induction for the other

Max has a keen eye and a good sense for people! Lets us know who isn’t quite right!
If anyone is bored, or momentarily between activities, he will always find something for
them to throw, he’s very good like that!

Life’s too short to read!

Most Common Misconception

vines, fruit from the crusher, fruit form the vats, and then enjoys a little spilt wine, and
dogs.

Loves Katherine Heigl –
(Grays Anatomy)

In spite of his fierce &
protective outlook to some
strangers, he is no guard
dog? Licks people to death

Other Talents


Can find a ball on every
property in Australia

